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The articles published in this special issue highlight many of the processes that contribute to the evolution of viral genomes. A major theme is the reassortment of multi-partite genomes. At its extreme, this results in genomes such as that of *Charavirus canadensis*, in which genome segments have origins from viruses related to *hepacivirusees*, *benyviruses*, *tobamoviruses*, and *hepegiviruses*. As the number of canonical genome segments increases, so will the number of viruses with missing genome components that may have to be discovered. A report of the discovery of the missing components of the subterranean clover stunt virus is presented, authenticating its identification as a *Nanovirus*. Bean-associated *cytorhabdovirus* is proposed as a virus found in resistant bean cultivars.

Ecology has also played a role in virus spread. An investigation of disease in cyclamen revealed the presence of a strain of the fig mosaic virus. A review of chickpea stunt disease underscored the importance of plant--virus--insect interactions. Glasa et al report an analysis of turnip mosaic virus isolates from pepper, which confirmed that recombination played an important role in the evolution of this virus and the shaping of its genome.

Thanks to all.
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